
I feel my visit to the border went very well. I was able to see the operation in regards for each aspect of what comes

across the border and understand how we can help them betterwiththe deployment of eTicketing.

We first met in the main building and went over what happened before and after the devices came into play.

Before the train arrives the custom department currently receives a faxed Arrow manifest (SOL*3 - attached) from the

Albany station around 5:00a in the morning. Arrow also electronically sends a manifest to the border patrol through the

APIS system. There are some problems with this as sometimes duplicate names appearon the manifest In the APIS

system which can causesome confusion with the Border Patrol agents.

They then compare the manifest received from Albany and the APIS information to narrowdowo the list of most likely

on board and see if anything is flagged. They do understand this is a planned manifest.

Around 11a they leave the main site to meet the train when It arrives. The station building itself is closed with asbestos

warnings all over it, The. Border Patrol has a small separate secure office train side where they can do sofrid resea -ch On

passengers Who were not on the manifest as needed.Thls is separate from the station. They showed us the office but

they don't go in there unless they need to. It.-has a computer and small printer. The agent Was able to pull up his email

and saw the report but didn't look at it as he had to work the train.

When they do -their inspections the conductors onlyopen the front door on the first coach. The agent’s board there

worked from', to the back of the train, if tftey need to pull someone off they do so and the train continues without tftem:

NoW with eTicketing in place they a re still perform the above, however when they get On board they*borrow the device

from the conductor and use the 2+2 screen select the on board button to access the passenger list. They also utilize the

HNF information forthose who did not have reservations and spend more time on those folks.

I discussed the use ofthe. business objects report with them and they are very happy that they can see those actuals.

However there is a gap between the information that’s sent to APIS and what’s on the Business Objects report (detailed

below). Since we are currently emailing the reports they indicated that the ideal time to receive this report is 10;30a and

no later. As they leave the office at 11a to go to the train, it gives them time to go through it. I belieye we have been

send ing that a little later than that. The train leaves St Lambert at 9:45a so, unless the train is (ate, the report should be

as up to date by 10:30a than we’re going to get.

I did explain the risk of giving them a device and explained that they can have access to the reports and they will be able

to pull them at their digression . They are. happy with that but at this point they cannot access the Citrix site due to their

firewall restrictions. I will be sending the Citrix link so they can get firewall clearance and also requesting the names and

information of those who need access. They have about 7-10 agents that may access the reports.

I believe they knew I wasn't there to give them a device but didn't seem to care as (my gut feel is) regardless of the

reports they will still borrow the conductors device and use that when they board the train as the conductor will do

what the border agent asks and it's a lot easier than carrying a paper manifest.
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Route: ADIRONDACK

Train 68

TOTAL PASSENGERS;


















































































































































